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Abstract: Ageing of automotive catalysts is associated to a loss of their functionality and ultimately to
a waste of precious resources. For this reason, understanding catalyst ageing phenomena is necessary
for the design of long lasting efficient catalysts. The present work has the purpose of studying in
depth all the phenomena that occur during ageing, in terms of morphological modification and
deactivation of the active materials: precious metal particles and oxidic support. The topic was
deeply investigated using specific methodologies (FT-IR, CO chemisorption, FE-SEM) in order to
understand the behavior of metals and support, in terms of their surface properties, morphology and
dispersion in the washcoat material. A series of commercial catalysts, aged in different conditions,
have been analyzed, in order to find correlations between real and simulated ageing conditions. The
characterization highlights a series of phenomena linked to the deactivation of the catalysts. Pd
nanoparticles undergo a rapid agglomeration, exhibiting a quick loss of dispersion and of active
sites with an increase of particles size. The evolution of the support allows highlighting also the
contribution of chemical ageing effects. These results were also correlated with performance tests
executed on synthetic gas bench, underlining a good correspondence between vehicle and laboratory
aged samples and the contribution of chemical poisoning to vehicle aged ones. The collected data are
crucial for the development of accelerated laboratory ageing protocols, which are instrumental for
the development and testing of long lasting abatement systems.

Keywords: washcoat; sintering; ageing; chemisorption; FT-IR

1. Introduction

Automotive catalysts usually work in extremely harsh conditions: at high temperature
due to the exothermic reactions involved, with local peaks above 1000–1100 ◦C, and in a
very variable chemical environment. This is particularly true in gasoline-fueled vehicles,
where the main system adopted to reduce engine emissions is represented by the three-way
catalyst (TWC) [1,2]. This catalytic system is able to perform simultaneous oxidation of
CO and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) and reduction of nitrogen oxides (NOx), thanks to
a well-controlled air-to-fuel ratio that keeps the gaseous stream around stoichiometry [3].
These conditions promote a series of phenomena called thermal ageing which are the
primary sources of catalyst deactivation [4–6]. The high temperature induces a series of
physical processes that lead to a modification of the washcoat structure, generically defined
as sintering. These phenomenon lead to a loss of active surface via structural modification
of the porous support, with a decrease of surface area of the carrier [7,8]. Highly dispersed
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noble metals particles undergo similar processes. Sintering occurs either via dissolution of
small particles and accretion of large ones, or via coalescence of particles trough migration
of crystallites. Both processes are facilitated by surface solvation of mobile ionic species.
The final result is the formation of larger agglomerates, with a reduction of the active
surface exposed to reactants [9]. Platinum Group Metals (PGM) particles can be affected
by the sintering process of the support, suffering encapsulation of due to the collapse
of the porous structure [10]. The metal sintering obviously depends on the nature of
the metal, on the temperature and, to a lesser extent, on the reaction atmosphere [11,12].
The overall result is a decay of the catalytic performance upon ageing. The increasingly
stringent limits posed by emission regulations concern not only the initial performance of
the catalysts, but also their durability, challenging automotive manufacturers to design and
test emission control systems whose efficacy spans the entire working life of the vehicle [13].
In this context, laboratory simulation of ageing effects is crucial to the design of catalytic
systems [14,15]. Beside fuel combustion products and by-products, the catalysts are in
contact with numerous chemical species, which cause further deactivation by “chemical
ageing”. This is linked to the deposition on the catalyst of foreign elements carried by
the exhaust gases, generated by the combustion of oil and fuel additives (Zn, P, Ca, S),
which can react with the oxides and noble metals present. These reactions can lead to the
formation of less active compounds, and then decrease the catalyst performance, or to the
deposition of an inactive surface layer, which makes it impossible for the gaseous reactants
to access the pores of the washcoat [16]. Testing of catalyst ageing is crucial for catalytic
systems design. However, direct on-vehicle testing is critical, because it is very time and
labor consuming. Therefore, testing protocols executed on stationary engine bench facilities
have been developed. However, their results do not entirely reproduce the real ageing
happening upon the real vehicle usage. For these reasons, accelerated laboratory ageing
methods are becoming more and more attractive [15–17]. The development of laboratory
ageing protocols for automotive catalysts, able to overcome the limitations of accelerated
engine bench tests, ensuring a better correlation with real on-vehicle ageing requires a
deep knowledge of catalyst behavior in working condition during its entire useful life.
Numerous studies have investigated this correlation on ad-hoc prepared catalysts [18–21],
with the limitation that no on-vehicle data can be collected for these systems.

The present work has the purpose of comparing vehicle and laboratory aged catalysts
in terms of morphological and chemical modifications and functional deactivation. In
particular, the investigation is focused on the central element for the catalyst functionality:
the evolution of noble metal particles. Deactivation was thoroughly investigated using
specific methodologies in order to understand the evolution of PGM, and its correlation
with ageing conditions. To this purpose, a series of recent commercial catalyst samples from
a leading manufacturer were aged in different conditions and analyzed using different
techniques in order to understand the evolution of the noble metal particles. In situ
FTIR probe molecule experiments and pulse calorimetry experiments, both using CO as
probe molecule, were used to probe the active sites of the catalyst. Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM), with associated Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX) provided
a complementary structural insight into particles evolution. Finally, functional catalytic
testing of the different aged samples provided the framework for the interpretation of the
results, suggesting strategies for developing better simulated ageing methods.

2. Results
2.1. FTIR Surface Characterization of the Metal Particles and of the Support

We consider now the characterization of noble metal surface sites and the evaluation
of sintering phenomena by means of in situ FTIR experiments with CO as a probe molecule.
Noble metals are present in the samples in very low concentration (1–2 wt.%), making it
very difficult to follow specifically their evolution during ageing. Carbon monoxide is a
very versatile molecule, widely used to probe both the acid/base properties of the surfaces
of oxides and adsorption on metallic phases Due to the high affinity of noble metals for
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CO, adsorption on metal particles is detectable at room temperature, while adsorption on
the support oxides requires low temperatures [21–23]. In a first experiment, CO adsorption
at Room Temperature (RT) was performed on the washcoat powder extracted from a
fresh catalyst sample (see the Materials and Methods Section below). The sample was
outgassed in vacuum at 400 ◦C for 30 min. The absorbance spectra recorded upon CO
dosage (not shown) did not show any trace of peaks associated to the interaction between
the probe gas molecule and noble metal particles, irrespective of the partial pressure
of CO on the sample. This lack of reactivity of the fresh catalyst was interpreted as
originating from the low severity of the surface outgassing protocol, which did not clean
the surface from foreign adsorbed species. In order to eliminate these species, an oxidation-
reduction pretreatment was adopted. The treatment with O2 eliminates organic adsorbed
contaminants by oxidation, and the successive reduction with H2 reactivate the metal
surface, reducing the eventually oxidized metal sites. Due to the better results obtained with
the oxidation-reduction pretreatment, this was applied also to all the other samples, which
were exposed to the ageing environment (25,000 km, 60,000 km, Lab-aged). In Figure 1 the
CO adsorption measurements performed at RT after the oxidation-reduction pretreatment
are presented. For the fresh samples (Figure 1a), IR spectra show two peaks, with intensity
that increases with the increase of pressure of CO dosed to sample. The first one is around
2100–2000 cm−1, typical of the stretching vibration of CO adsorbed in the on-top position
on Pd0 site, and the second peak is around 2000–1700 cm−1, typical of CO stretching in
bridge-bonded configuration between two Pd0 sites [24,25]. Increasing the CO pressure,
the peaks gain in intensity and show a progressive shift to higher wave numbers, due to
the increase of the CO coverage, which enhance the dipole coupling [26]. Upon outgassing,
the CO coverage decreases and this causes a red-shift towards the original position. The
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of CO has a slightly anti-bonding character.
Therefore, when transition metal centers are involved, thanks to the σ-donation and π-back-
donation effects, involving the HOMO and LUMO of CO and the uppermost d states of
the metallic phase, the appearance of absorption bands towards higher or lower frequency
with respect to the gas phase (2143 cm−1) is expected [27]. The relative amount of on-top
vs. bridged carbonyls can provide information on metal particles dispersion. However, the
quantitative determination of the distribution of CO between on-top and bridge positions
is very difficult and it was not possible on the collected data due to the overlap of the
peaks. However, qualitative trends could be estimated. Pd tends to form bridged carbonyls
when reduced, which are more stable than the linear ones [28]. A high contribution of the
linearly bonded CO is an indication of a loss of dispersion of the Pd, because the proximity
of two Pd atoms is necessary to form bridges. In Figure 1b, the IR spectra recorded at
increasing CO pressure on 25,000 km washcoat powder sample are presented. Comparing
the spectra of the fresh sample with those of the 25,000 km one (sample aged on vehicle
after 25,000 km operation, see Materials and Methods), the overall intensity of carbonyl
bands is highly decreased, indicating a loss of Pd active sites. This effect can be linked to
sintering phenomena occurred at high temperature, leading to a growth of noble metal
particles and to a loss of surface of the porous support, that could lead to an encapsulation
of nanoparticles, making them completely inaccessible to the probe molecule. These effects
are enhanced on the sample aged on vehicle for 60,000 km (60 k) (Figure 1c), where the
absorbance peaks associated to CO adsorption have completely disappeared. A previous
work had shown a good correlation between the 60,000 km samples and that aged in the
laboratory at 1100 ◦C for 7 h in hydrothermal condition (air-Lab-aged) [29]. In order to
verify this, the latter was analyzed using the CO probe technique. Even in this case, the
stretching peaks of adsorbed CO were not detectable (spectra not reported for sake of
brevity). Given the non-detectability of CO on metal particles on the 60,000 km sample,
the more aged samples 80,000 km and FUL (Full Useful Life, see below) were not studied
with this technique. Finally, it is worth noticing that the CO adsorption experiments did
not detect distinct peaks for CO adsorption on Rh, which is present on the catalyst with
1:11 ratio with Pd, clearly too low for detection. We recognize that this is a limitation of our
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study, due to the great importance of Rh for NOx reduction functionality and to its peculiar
deactivation mechanism [30], which should be addressed with more sensitive methods.
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Figure 1. FT-IR spectra of CO adsorption at RT on fresh (a), 25,000 km (b) and 60,000 km (c) sample after 400 ◦C-0.5 h
oxidation-reduction (O2-H2) pretreatment at increasing pressure of CO up to 20 mbar and after final outgassing (black
dotted line).

Infrared analyses of the oxidic support with CO as a probe molecule require perform-
ing the adsorption at low temperature, due to the low binding energies involved. The
support has an active role in the TWC and a complete characterization of these materials re-
quires to understand whether the aging influences the support and in particular the oxygen
storage capacity (OSC) of the material. This is the ability of the Ce-Zr mixed oxides support
to adsorb/release oxygen during operation, storing it during a lean phase and releasing it
during a rich one. OSC closely correlates with catalytic performances, because it leads to
an increase of TWC efficiency by enlarging the air-to-fuel operating window [20]. Some
samples were analyzed by CO adsorption at liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT). Figure 2
shows the spectra recorded on the fresh sample. They show an intense peak in the range
2200–2100 cm−1, whose intensity increases with CO pressure. The peak red-shifts from
2177 to 2155 cm−1 upon increasing CO coverage due to chemical effect, i.e., on increasing
CO adsorbed on the surface, the σ-donation decreases. Consequently, electron density in
the slightly antibonding HOMO orbital of CO increases and the CO stretching decreases.
This peak is probably generated by the superposition of different contributions of CO
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adsorbed on Ce4+ and Zr4+ cations, since their stretching vibrations fall in this spectral
region [22]. The convolution in one peak of these contributions, which should be separated
in the pure oxides, can be associated to a compositionally homogeneous solid solution of
the Ce and Zr oxides, with negligible contribution of segregated pure oxide phases. At
lower wavenumbers bands related to on-top (2086 cm−1) and bridged (1997 and 1940 cm−1)
Pd0 carbonyls are present [25]. Differently from measurements performed at RT, at LNT the
bridged carbonyl region shows complex features with the presence of two bands. Typically
the IR spectra of CO adsorbed on reduced Pd are interpretable on the basis of what occurs
on the most stable Pd faces, Pd(111) and Pd(100) [31,32]. The peak at 1997 cm−1 is assigned
to bridged carbonyls on Pd (100) faces, while the peak at 1940 cm−1 is related to bridged
species on Pd (111) face. The band at 2086 cm−1 (2060 cm−1 for very low CO coverage) is
related to linear carbonyls on Pd (111) face. As observable at RT as well, the band of linear
carbonyls is asymmetrical due to a shoulder on the low wavenumber side. This shoulder
is reasonably due to the presence of defects such as edges, corners and kinks, on noble
metal particle surface [33]. The stability of the carbonyl species during the outgassing
(dashed lines in the figures) further helps to discriminate between CO bonded to Pd and
to the support. Pd carbonyls are more stable than carbonyls of the support, since Pd0

bonds CO both by σ-donation and π-backdonation, while Zr and Ce cations bond CO
exclusively via σ-donation and the related bands are completely removed by outgassing.
These peaks display the same behavior observed at RT in aged samples, with a progressive
disappearance of the signal due to sintering of noble metal particles (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of CO adsorption at LNT on fresh sample after 400 ◦C-0.5 h oxidation-
reduction (O2-H2) pretreatment at increasing pressure of CO up to 20 mbar and after final outgassing
at LNT (black dotted line).

The peaks associated to adsorption on the support material display a similar behavior:
the intensity decreases upon ageing, due to the sintering of Ce-Zr oxides. This phenomenon
causes not only a loss in intensity of the band but also a decrease in the chemical effect that
causes a shift to higher frequencies at maximum coverage with respect to the fresh case. In
particular, in the 60 k sample (Figure 3a) a peak assigned to mono carbonyls on reduced
Ce3+ species appears at 2116 cm−1 (see Figure 3 insets). The assignment of this band to the
carbonyls on the support cation is corroborated by the low stability of the species, which
are removed by outgassing (dashed line in Figure 3a). The appearance of this peak can
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be linked to the effects of ageing: the high temperature sintering of these components
hindered the Ce4+ to Ce3+ redox reaction [34]. In addition, there may be a contribution of
chemical ageing, with Ce reacting with the phosphate compound present in the engine out
gas, coming from the combustion of engine oil additives, forming the very stable CePO4
phase [16–35]. These effects lead to immobilization of Ce, hindering its participation to
redox reactions necessary for oxygen storage. In this case, the peak can be due to both this
effect and is consistent with the reduction of the OSC observed during the performance
tests (see below). The laboratory-aged (Figure 3b) show a less intense peak associated to
Ce3+, probably because in this case there is only the support sintering contribution. This
sample has not been in contact with chemical species deriving from the combustion, so the
chemical ageing effects in this case are not expected. As for the laboratory-aged sample,
the contribution of Pd0-CO at 2096 cm−1 is quite evident. Moreover, it is worth to note
that in the 60,000 km sample Pd0-CO might be associated to the shoulder of the peak at
2116 cm−1, the Ce3+-CO band, which is absent for the laboratory aged one.
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reduction (O2-H2) pretreatment at increasing pressure of CO up to 20 mbar and after final outgassing at LNT (black
dotted line).

2.2. Evaluation of Metal Particles Dispersion by CO Pulse Adsorption.

The dispersion of the active metal particles has been studied with quantitative pulse
CO chemisorption experiments, which allow to determine the adsorbed amounts and to
model approximately the particle size [36]. The results of the CO-pulse experiment on
the fresh sample are presented in Figure 4a,b, reporting the instantaneous and integrated
TCD signal (proportional to the CO concentration at the reactor outlet). The first peaks
are attenuated due to the chemisorption of CO on the surface of noble metal particles,
while successive pulses gradually increase until saturation of the adsorption capacity of
the metal, when the peaks reach a constant intensity. The CO uptake was calculated from
the integral of the peaks (Figure 4b). The dispersion of Pd particles was calculated from
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the Pd:CO ratio. CO molecules can chemisorb on superficial Pd atoms in linear or bridged
form and the coexistence of both the configurations was confirmed by IR spectroscopy.
Since two IR peaks with similar intensities appearing after exposing the catalyst to CO,
were ascribed to the two CO chemisorbed species, and considering their very similar
extinction coefficient (accordingly with literature), a Pd:CO ratio of 1.5 can be suitably
assumed for calculations [37]. Using this assumption, from the amount of chemisorbed CO
it is possible to calculate the number of Pd sites involved in the reaction and evaluate the
ratio between this value and the quantity of Pd present inside the sample, obtained from
chemical analysis (1% Pd in weight). The fresh sample exhibits a quite high palladium
dispersion, around 51%, expressed in terms of ratio between the moles of Pd involved in
total CO uptake and total Pd moles in the sample. This result indicate that the noble metal
is distributed on the support in very small particles, consistently with the absence of visible
Pd particles in the SEM observations reported in the following. In fact, an average metal
particle size of about 2 nm can be estimated from CO chemisorption.
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Figure 4. Fresh catalyst sample: (a) TCD signal (mV) registered during successive sending of pulse of 800 µL of 10% CO in
He carrier until saturation (b) Value of integral of the peaks registered.

For the 25,000 km sample, the situation changes significantly: the differences be-
tween the intensity of first peaks and peaks at saturation is much smaller, and the ad-
sorbed amount is determined with low accuracy (please note the different scales of
Figures 4 and 5).

The dispersion of Pd in this sample is decreased to 8%, and for the 60,000 km catalyst,
it is below 1%, although in the latter cases the CO uptake is too low to obtain reliable values.
These results point out that the metal particles are sensitive to sintering during the catalyst
life cycle, as suggested by FT-IR measurement. The CO chemisorption test was performed
also on laboratory-aged sample, in order to verify the correlation with 60,000 km one. Even
in this case the data obtained do not allow to evaluate accurately the dispersion, which
results below 1%. Due to the results obtained on these samples, samples from catalysts
with higher ageing (80,000 km and FUL) were not analyzed.

2.3. SEM Measurement of Metal Particles Dimensions.

In a previous work [29], TEM images collected on fresh and FUL samples did not
allow to observe the metal nanoparticles, due to the low contrast between noble metals
and the substrate. The fresh sample washcoat displayed a coarse morphology, with
porosity spanning a wide range of length scales. This porous structure was gradually
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lost with ageing, which showed a more compact washcoat [29]. In this work, we have
collected high-resolution (HR) FE-SEM (Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscopy)
images of the different aged samples, highlighting the morphological effects of support
and metal particles sintering. FE-SEM images of all the aged samples show the presence
of bright small particles of uniform size, and a variable amount of large bright particles
of different sizes, dispersed in the washcoat support. Figure 6 shows the case of the FUL
sample. In order to identify these components, a series of EDX measurements, analyzing
punctually these particles and recording a mapping on whole samples, was performed.
The elements mapping highlights a high concentration of Pd in correspondence of lighter
particles. Performing a single-point analysis on these bright zone, the presence of only Pd,
O and C is observed where the dimensions of particles are sufficiently large to shadow
the contribution from the support. Therefore, it is possible to identify these components
as Pd/PdO particles, growth due to sintering of catalytic material. On the contrary, in the
fresh sample, no particles were detected, but performing EDX analysis in different points, a
constant Pd signal was recorded, originating from a uniform distribution of well dispersed
nanoparticles. This is in agreement with CO chemisorption analysis.
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Figure 5. 25,000 km sample: integrals of TCD signal peaks registered during successive manual
dosage of pulses of 800 µL of 10% CO in He carrier, until saturation.

A series of diameter measurements was taken, in order to quantify the particles size
growth upon ageing.

Table 1 presents the minimum-maximum diameter values recorded on samples an-
alyzed and the average value. The values presented are the results of measurement
performed on 20 different Pd particles, detected in the same image. The diameter of no-
ble metal particles increases with the ageing, overcoming 100 nm of average value from
60,000 km sample. This is in agreement with the results obtained by CO chemisorption fol-
lowed by FT-IR and CO chemisorption measurements, which highlighted a high sintering
of noble metal particles already in the 25,000 km sample. With a particle diameter above
100 nm the interaction of CO with the catalyst is limited, not enough to have to a complete
deactivation of the material, but leading to results below the detection limits of the applied
techniques. FUL sample is confirmed to be the worst case, with Pd agglomerates up to
0.8 µm in diameter.
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Table 1. Minimum, maximum and average value of noble metal particles diameter measured
via SEM.

d Min (nm) d Max (nm) Average (nm)

25,000 km 74 115 92

60,000 km 102 149 121

80,000 km 131 197 150

FUL 210 800 398

Lab-aged 85 177 130

2.4. Functional Characterization of Catalysts Samples

We consider now the functional tests performed on the samples: Figure 7 presents the
light off temperatures (T50) for the oxidation of CO and HC, recorded during the efficiency
tests and the results of the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) determination. The light off
temperatures increase with ageing for both the reactions, highlighting the effect of catalysts
deactivation. The differences of T50 between CO and HC are small, less than 10 ◦C in
almost all the samples tested, except in the case of the FUL sample, which shows a much
higher light off temperature for HC than for CO abatement.

The oxygen storage capacity decreases significantly upon ageing (Figure 7b). The OSC
for the 25,000 km sample is half of that of the fresh one. Similarly, we observe almost a
halving of the OSC between 25,000 km and 60,000 km. This phenomenon is linked to the
redox properties of the oxygen storage components that were found to drastically change
with increasing ageing, due to thermal and chemical ageing, as already highlighted by LNT
FT-IR measurements. In terms of performances, the Lab-aged samples are quite similar
to the 60,000 km sample, with almost equal light-off temperatures. OSC displays some
differences between these samples, with lower values for vehicle-aged samples, probably
due to the chemical ageing contribution. In the FUL sample, the oxygen storage capacity is
completely compromised.
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3. Discussion

The characterization of all the samples through the applied techniques allows observ-
ing the evolution of the catalyst upon ageing, providing a consistent set of qualitative and
quantitative data. Sintering of the noble metal particles and Ce-Zr oxides support leads
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to a loss of catalytic functionality. The Pd particles undergo rapid agglomeration, with a
rapid loss of dispersion and increase of particles radius. This leads to a loss of active sites,
as proven by FT-IR measurements at RT and LNT, with a progressive disappearance of
signals associated to the vibrational mode of CO molecules interacting with noble metal
active sites. These physical changes are reflected in an increase of the temperature of light
off measured during synthetic gas bench tests. In addition, the FTIR measurement at
liquid nitrogen temperature allows to observe the sintering of Ce-Zr oxides, but also the
contribution of the chemical ageing phenomena, which correlate with a loss of oxygen
storage capacity of the materials. This is particularly true for 60,000 km sample, where it is
possible to observe the combination of these two effects. By comparing the on-vehicle and
the lab-aged samples, we conclude that the 60,000 km and laboratory aged samples are very
similar in terms of Pd sintering, while the lab aged shows a lower contribution of support
ageing, probably due to absence of chemical ageing effects. Also in terms of catalytic
performance and catalyst morphology, there are similarities between these two samples.
Some differences remain due to the chemical ageing, which was not possible to replicate
on the laboratory scale. Another interesting conclusion is that the FUL engine bench aged
sample represents a limit case, displaying results very far from both the vehicle-aged and
the laboratory-aged samples. This is remarkable considering the fact that the oven ageing
methods were originally conceived as a laboratory FUL testing method. On the contrary,
they proved to be more representative of an intermediate mileage ageing. We recognize that
other factors, not studied in this work, may affect the catalyst performance upon ageing:
the evolution of the Rh component of the metal particles, coke formation, and the evolution
of the acid-base properties of the support. These additional factors belong to a higher level
of detail as compared with the main phenomena studied in this work. Nevertheless, the
data we have collected represents a reference framework for the development of improved
laboratory ageing protocols, meeting the demand of an increased catalyst lifetime.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Catalysts

The chosen catalyst technology, already used in our previous work [29], is a commer-
cial formulation, based on double metal Pd/Rh technology (55:5), with a total PGM loading
of 60 g/ft3 (1 wt.%), supported on a porous substrate mainly composed by Ce, Zr and Al
oxides, with dopants (Ba, La). The component, a cylindrical ceramic monolith of 0.55 L
(4.2′ ′ × 2.5′ ′) characterized by a high density of channels (900 cpsi) with hexagonal shape,
was core drilled to obtain two cylindrical samples of 1.5′ ′ of diameter and 2.5′ ′ length, one
for the morphological characterization, one for the functional testing.

The reference real samples came from two vehicles equipped with 1.2 L, 69 hp (Horse
Power) gasoline engines compliant with the E6 b emission standard. The ageing mileage
were 25,000, 60,000 and 80,000 km. A sample came from an engine bench ageing cycle: an
engine-dynamometer set-up (the same engine of the vehicle) used to perform an accelerated
ageing protocol to simulate a catalyst aged at full useful life of the vehicle 160,000 km, in
severe driving condition (denoted as Full Useful Life (FUL) in the paper).

For the laboratory deactivation protocol, a sample was core-drilled from a fresh
monolith and aged using a tubular oven equipped with a gas line and a peristaltic pump, in
order to flux a mixture of the air and water vapor in the sample during the ageing operation.
The temperature and the time of ageing: were 1100 ◦C for 7 h, a common industrial standard
to simulate an end-of-life condition in hydrothermal oxidizing environment. The ageing
was performed in pure air flux (4 L/min), with 10% water (sample denoted as Lab-aged
in the paper). All the cored samples extracted from the fresh monolith were conditioned,
before undergoing testing, in a static oven at 650 ◦C for 2 h to eliminate any possible residue
of production intermediates.
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4.2. Noble Metal Characterization Techniques

The washcoat was extracted from the first batch of cored sample, in order to remove
the contribution of the ceramic support, unnecessary to ageing phenomena characterization.
This extraction was performed using a method developed by some of us and described in a
previous work [38], based on the detachment of the material by thermal shock, performed
soaking the sample first in liquid nitrogen, then in water, blowing with gaseous N2 to
remove water residues from channels, to avoid substrate detachment due to ice formation.
The washcoat extracted was dried obtaining a fine powder.

Washcoat powders were compressed in self-supporting discs (~20 mg cm−2) and
placed in IR cells suitable for high-temperature treatments and FT-IR analysis at room
and liquid-nitrogen temperature (RT and LNT, respectively). Measurements performed at
LNT allow to characterize the metal phase and the oxidic support as well. Before the IR
measurements, the samples were pretreated, following two different protocols. The first
one was a treatment in vacuum at 400 ◦C for 30 min. The second one was an activation
protocol through oxidation and subsequent reduction of the material. The oxidation step
was performed in a static system using dry O2 on the sample at 400 ◦C. Oxygen was used
twice, at about 40 mbar for 15 min per each step: the first treatment was useful to remove
reduced species, possibly adsorbed on the surface; the second treatment was performed to
ensure the oxidation. The reduction step was performed in the same way as the previous
one, but the treatment was carried out in H2. Hydrogen was used twice at 40 mbar for
15 min per each step. The double treatment was intended to ensure the reduction. Finally,
the sample was outgassed and cooled to RT in vacuum. Absorption/transmission IR
spectra were run on a Perkin-Elmer FTIR System 2000 spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer,
Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a Hg-Cd-Te cryo-detector, working in the range of
wavenumbers 7200–580 cm−1 at a resolution of 2 cm−1, with 60 scans. IR absorbance
spectra were acquired at RT and LNT on the pretreated samples at increasing CO pressure
up to 20 mbar.

The distribution and the dispersion of noble metal particles in washcoat samples were
analyzed via pulse CO chemisorption. These analyses were performed by using a Thermo
Scientific 1100 TPDRO (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a
thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The catalyst powder (200 mg) was placed in a quartz
reactor, between two quartz wool layers. A reducing pre-treatment was carried out in a
20 mL min−1 flow of 5% H2 in Ar, by heating the sample up to 300 ◦C with a 10 ◦C/min
ramp and maintaining this temperature for 120 min. CO chemisorption was performed
at room temperature, using He as carrier gas (20 mL min−1 flow) and sending pulses of
800 µL of a mixture of 10% CO in He until saturation [26]. TCD detects differences in
the thermal conductivity between the gas entering and leaving the reactor. Therefore, to
detect changes in CO concentration, He must be used as a carrier gas, since it has a very
different thermal conductivity. During the test, He flows continuously and every 10–15 min
a CO injection is made into the He flow. After a few minutes the detector reveals a signal
proportional to the CO output concentration (the presence of this gas lowers the average
thermal conductivity of the mixture). Each pulse is therefore recorded as a TCD peak
whose area is proportional to the non-adsorbed CO. If chemisorption occurs, the area of
the peaks is initially smaller, and then it gradually increases until saturation of the surface.
The amount of chemisorbed CO on the sample can be calculated from the integration of
the peaks. From this datum, it is possible to estimate the metal dispersion [28].

In order to observe noble metals particles and follow their evolution during the ageing,
all the samples were observed using a field emission scanning electron microscope: a FE-
SEM TESCAN S9000G (TESCAN ORSAY HOLDING, Brno, Czechia) equipped with a
Schottky type FEG source. The detectors were an In-Beam Secondary Electron (SE) detector
with a resolution of 0.7 nm at 15 keV, and a back scattered electron detector (BSD). Elemental
analysis was measured with an EDX detector Ultima Max OXFORD (Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK) with AZTEC software.
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4.3. Catalyst Functional Characterization

The second set of cored samples was prepared and used to evaluate the catalytic
performances, performed on the full component (support + washcoat). The samples were
tested on a synthetic gas bench specifically designed for functional testing of automotive
catalysts (Figure 8). A synthetic gas mixture (0.7% O2, 15% CO, 10% CO2, 1875 ppm HC,
600 ppm NO and 1% H2O), based on a carrier flow of N2 (SV = 50 k h−1) was heated to
the desired temperature and fed to the heated catalyst. The gas mixture was analyzed
sampling both before and after the catalyst, in order to evaluate the flux composition and
its variation during the reactions. This analysis was performed using a FT-IR Multi-gas
Analyzer MKS 2030 HS for the simultaneous analysis of all chemical species. The gas
mixture composition was studied to replicate typical gasoline engine emissions, using a
HC mixture composed by of short-chain hydrocarbons (ethylene, propylene and methane
3,5/1/1). This system is not sufficiently fast to replicate the fluctuation between lean
(oxidant) and rich (reducing) conditions, so it works near the stoichiometric condition (λ = 1)
in a slightly lean environment. Two types of test were performed: first, the conversion
efficiency of CO and HC (due to lean environment chosen) was measured flowing the
feed gas mixture over the sample upon a temperature increase (ramp rate of 30 ◦C/min
from ambient temperature to 500 ◦C). From this result, the light-off temperature (T50)
of the catalyst was obtained, defined as the temperature in which the catalyst reaches
50% CO or HC conversion efficiency [39]. The second test was focused on the evaluation
of the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) of the component, whose reduction upon ageing
is extremely detrimental to catalyst functionality. This measurement was performed at
constant temperature (400 ◦C), saturating the sample with O2 and subsequently measuring
the CO consumption upon dosage of a CO-rich feed (7000–8000 ppm). All the tests were
performed three times, in order to verify the reproducibility of the results.
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